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General Yiew

INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE

The Radio Set CPRC-26 is a lightweight
rnan-pack radio telephone (RT) set designed
for short range cornbat cornrnunlcation In for-
ward areas. It is norrnally carried on the body,
but canalso be usedas aground stationor with
suitable installation accessories as avehicular
set for use by supporting arrrrs.

DESCRIPTION

The CPRC -26 is a seLf-contained, battery
operated, frequency rnodulated traneceiver op-
erating in the freguencyrange of 47,0 to 55.4
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RADIO SET CPRC-26
5820-Zi*i01-1043 Type A
5820-Zl-1Ol -1046 Type D
58ZO -Zl - i C I --1 047 Type E
58ZO-Zl - l0l - i 050 Tl.Pe F
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r 160

of Equiprnent

rnegacycles. It has six ctystal controlled chan-
nels each of which rnaybe pre-set toany freq-
uencyin the band. Basically, the receiver con-
sists of one stage of RF arnplification, a cry-
stal oscillator, ririxer, 4IF stages, lirniter,
discrirninator a:rd an audio arnplifier. The
transrnitter contains a rnaster oscillatQr, Power
arnplifier and rnodulator. An autornatic freq-
uencycontrol circult is incorporated in the set
to ensure that the operating frequency of the
transrnitter is correct at all tirnes. To pro-
vide the greatest ease of rnaintenance the set
has been designed on the sub-rniniature, r:nit-
ized plug-in principle.

The accessories include awhip antermat
acounterpoise whichrnay be uged as a trailing
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or invisible antenna, a single earpiece headset,
a handset, an instructionplate andcanvas bag.
Provision is rnade for the use of a horning ant-
enna which is issued separately upon requeBt.

DATA

PHYSICAL DATA

ELECTRICAL DATA

Frequency Coverage

Frequency - 47.0 to 51.4 rnc

Channels - 6 separated by 200 kc

INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY

4.3 rnc

PERFORMANCE

Receiver

Sensitivity: 2uv for 30 db signal plusnoise
to noise ratio.

Sele ctivity: Tirne s Total Bandwidth in kcJJO\vN

Z 65 kc rnin 85 rnax

1000 250 kc rnaxirnurn

RESTRICTED CAI$ANIAIV ARMY
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Spurious rejection ratio:

Irnage frequency: greater than 34 db down.

Spurious freqriencies: gieater than60 db
down.

Interrnediate frequency: greater than 90
db down.

Receiver output: 6 mw for a 15 kc deviation.

Transrnitter output: 300 rnw.

POWER REQUIREMENTS

6135-zl-100-1058 Battery, d"y, 90,
45, 1.5 and rninus 3v, BA-289/|J - ety I
POWER CONSUMPTION

SET TYPES
Four different types of sets (A, D, E, F)

are available. They differ only in their freq-
uency assignrnents. Each type must be identif-
ied by a coloured disc located on the side of the
front panel. The disc colour indicates the type
of set, and rnaybe changed ifthe set is changed
frorn one type to another in the field by chang-
ing the crystal bank. The colours assigne.d to
the various types of set A to F are respectively
red, yellow, black and orange. A cdble as-
sernbly, special purpose, electrical, CC){s /
CPRC-26 is available on request for adapting
battery leads, so that the battery can be car-
ried inside operators' clothing to prevent freez-
irg. A table showing the types and their operat-
ing frequencies inrnegacycles is shown below.

Unit Height widthl Depth 'Weight
(in inche s )

Cornplete
station

XCVR -
Bat

XCVR

Bat

IT LI4

L0 314

ro 314

3 3/4

t/210

5

5

4 318

4

3 318

3 3/8

z 518

10 tb
8oz

6Ib
14 oz

4lb
3oz

zLb
lL oz

Receive Tr anSrnit

A Battery- 1.5 v at
550 rna

IB' Battery - 45v at
LZ rna

)B" Battery - !0 v at
3 rna

A Battery - 1.5 v at
850 rna

IB' Battery - 45 v at,
8 rna

BZ Batt.ry - 90 v at
30 ma
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AUTHORIZED PUBLICATIONS

EME Manual Electrical Z 740 - 749

EME Manual Electrical Z 560 - 569

EME Manual Electrical K 639

TYPE CHAN I CHAN 2 CHAN 3 CHAN 4 CHAN 5 CHAN 6

A

D

E

t'

50. 0

50. 0

50. 0

50, 0

50. z

50. z

52.4

53.4

5r.6

50.4

52.6

53.6

51.8

50. 5

52,8

53. 8

52.0

50. 8

53. 0

54.0

52. Z

51. 0

53. Z

54. Z

Stock No- Function Qtv

5950-00- l 88 -86 I 5

5960-00-r88-86r s

PA(384) (vl )

MA(384) (vz)

t

1
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4. In the construction of
and plug-in sub-assemblies.

the Radio Set CPRC-26, fuII use
The major sub-assembl.ies are

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
| 162

is made of unitized
as follows:
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Technical Description

FUNCTION

1. TheRadio Set CPRC-26 is a portable one-man packset designed to provide
voice communication up to 1 mi.le under normal service conditions for infantry
troops in forward areas and between infantry and other supporting troops and
their AFVs.

BRIEF ELECTRICAL DESCRIPTION

2. The receiver is a single conversion superheterodyne with an intermediate
frequency of 4.3 megacycles, and a crystal-controlled oscillator. Basically, it
consists of one stage of radio frequency amplification, a broad band crystal os-
cillator, a high efficiency mixer, 4 interchangeable IF stages, one stage of lim-
iting, a discriminator and an audio amplifier supplying sufficient power for ear-
phones.

3. The transmitter is of the master oscillator-power amplifier type, freq-
uency modulated at the output signal frequency, with an automatic frequency
control circuit consisting of the crystal oscillator, mixer, AFC driver, AFC
discriminator and modulator that refers the master oseillator to the crystal os-
cillator" Audio sidetone is produced by feeding the demodulated output from the
AFC discriminator to the audio amplifier. This gives a reasonably definite
indication that all stages of the transmitter are functioning properly and that the
transmitted signal is close to the correct frequency. When the set is switched
to tsendr the receiver RF amplifier, IF amplifiers and limiter are switched off.

BRIEF MECHANICAL DESCRIPTION

Control panel
Main chassis
Trimmer panel
Plug-in unit
Set case
Battery case

5. The control panel, main chassis and trimmer panel bolt together to form
a strong and rigid assembly supporting the weight of the plug-in units under

Issue 1 - 26 Jun 53
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severe vibration
main chassis and

CANADIAN ARMY
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plug-in units are inserted into sockets in the
by a unit retainer.

and shock. The
are held in place

&uo,o
50cKrT WHIP

ANTENNA

W

HOMING
ANTENNA

CONTftOL
SWITCH

OHANNEL
SWITCH

Figl -ControlPane1
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6" The complete set is mounted into a set case and held there by four screw
clamps retaining the control panel against the front edges of the case, Six
screws hold the rear of the set to the bottom of the case, exerting pressure bet-
ween the case and rubber battery connector to form a watertight sea1. The
batterybox is attached to the bottom of the case bytwo spring clamp mechanisms"

Control Panel

7 " The control panel is a die-case magnesium casting, fr:rming the top face
of the set and providing rigid support for the following parts:

Channel selector switch knob and shaft
Off-Quiet-Loud switch and knob
Vertieal antenna mount
Homing antenna coaxial socket
Audio socket
Gnound socket

B. The parts requiring an opening in the panel are provided with rubber sealsto ensure a moisture sea1. An additional rubber gasket is mounted in a groove
on the inside edges of the control panet to form a seal between the panel and theset case. A protective flange around the outside face of the panel is sli.ghtlyhigher than any. of the parts mounted on the panel, preventing damage to those
parts during use.

Main Chassis

9" The main chassis is a die-cast rnagnesium casting" Eighteen 7-pin min-iature ceramic sockets are mounted in three rows of six specially shaped holesin the chassis, and are held in place by * laminated plastic rsocket retainert"
The plug-in units and transmitter tubes are inserted into these sockets, which
are spaced to allow only a small clearance between plug-in units"

10" Wiring connections between the sockets are located on the bottom of the
chassis, along with such components as decoupling resistors, capacitors andchokes" Three tint'er-chassis connectort assembties are mounted from bosses
on the bottom of the chassis. These inter-chassis connectors are curved silver-plated copper springs rivetted to a plastic plate and located to make pressure
contact with silver terminals on the trimmer panel.

11. On one end of the chassis the battery connector is mounted by two flatsprings to a frame screwed to the chassis" The battery connector is a rubber
block containing five pi.ns in two rows, and is designed to provide a tight seal
around the opening in the bottom of the set case.

Issue L - 26 Jun 53
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Fig2-ChassisWiring
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L2. At the other end of the chassis, two bosses enable the chassis to be
mounted on the control panel using two steel screws. A laced cable interconnects
the chassis and the control panel.

'&,

.. $l
\;r'

Fig3-TrimmerPanel
Trimmer Panel
13. The trirnmer panel consists of a laminated fiber glass, silicone impreg-
nated, plate upon which are mounted the following parts:

Eighteen concentric variable air capacitors
The four wafers of the channel selector switch
Power amplifier neutralizing capacitor
Crystal socket for six crystals
Switch wafer support brackets and shield.

Issue L - 26 Jun 53
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14. The trimmer panel is mounted in a magnesium shield and held in place bysix screws. This complete assembly fits tightly against the bottom of the mainchassis, being held in position against the chassis by four screws, and is
attached to the control panel by two screws through bosses on the control panel
and trimmer panel shield. The variable air capacitors are mounted in threegroups of six and are separated by magnesium shields, each group being asso-
ciated with one 6-position wafer of the channel selector switch.

Fig5-Plug-inUnit
Plug-in Units

15. The plug-in units contain most of the electrical circuitry and components
of the set. In external appearance each unit is a rectangular or cylindricalmetal
box of dimensions 2-in long, 314-in wide, 314-in thick, with a ?-pin miniature

Issue L - 26 Jun 53
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glass base at one end. Each unit is
various types, as follows:

Unit Type

RF amplifier
Mixer
Crystal oscillator
IF amplifi.er
Limiter
Discriminator
Audio amplifier
Transformer
AFC amplifier
Modulator
MO coil
Desiccator

painted a colour to differentiate

Qty per Sel

CANADIAN ARMY
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between the

Colour

1

1

1

4
1

2
I
1

1

1

I
1

Black
Brown
R.ed
Orange
Yellow
Light green
Dark gree,n
Light blue
Dark blue
Grey
White
Violet

16. The majority of the units are constructed of the following basic parts: Can,
Eleader, Chassis, Electrical components, Wiring. The electrical componentsare mounted on the chassis and wired together with battery supply, input and
output connections made to the pins of the header. Each assembly is tuned and
thoroughly dried; the can is then slipped over this assembly and soldered to the
header to establish a hermetic seal. An extraction washer is soldered to the topof each can to aid in removing the units from the chassis. Whenever units areremoved, &r extraction tool, which is contained in the test set, is inserted
underneath the washer and the unit pulled out"

L7. The desiccator is of similar appearance to the other units, but has oneside of the can cut away and replaced by a wire mesh. The unit is fil1ed with a
desiccant such as silica gel" The purpose of the unit is to absorb any water
vapour trapped in the set when it is sealed, or that might leak in during use.
Since there is no means of determining the eondition of the desiccant, the des-iccator will be replaced each time the set is re-sea1ed.

18. In use each unit is inserted into its socket on the main chassis, the des-iccator being plugged into the test socket" A unit retainer is placed overtheunits to hold them in the sockets" The unit retainer is bolted at the front of theset to a lug on the rear of the control panel and at the rear of the set by an in-sulated wire clip engaging th.e battery socket frame" A plastic retainer is
cemented on the underside of the unit retainer to hold the plug-in units firmly inplace and to prevent them from disengaging from underneath the unit retainerunder conditions of severe shock. On the upper side is a chart showing the
colour code and Iocation of each pl.ug-in unit.

Page 10
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Fig 6 - Antennae

Antennae

19. Four antennae arrangements may be used with the radio set. The 4-ft
whip antenna is essentially a Wireless Set BB (British) antenna modified to give
a spring-Ioaded fastening to the antenna mount on the set. The antenna mount is
also provided with a threaded hole to enable connection to certain types of US
Army antennae equipped with a ll4-in x 28 screw base. A 4-ft length of rubber
covered wire attached to a split pin plug that fits into both the ground socket and
antenna mount is supplied for trailing wire antenna and counterpoise use.

20. The homing Ioop is the type AT-339/PRC used in the US Army in conjunc-
tion with Radio Sets AN/PRC-6 and AN/PRC-10. In use, it is attached to the
coaxial socket on the control panel, and the regular antenna is fitted with a
shorting cap.
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plate circuit on send and as the RF amplifier grid circuit on receive. The whip
antenna mount is fed through a loading coil. Ll that tunes approximately with the
antenna reactance, and then through a blocking condenser Cl to the tap on the
tank coil L2. The homing antenna socket is connected directly to the blocking
capacitorCl since the homing antenna impedance is approximately a pure resis-
tance of 50 ohms"

RECEIVER

RF Amplifiel

25. The RF amplifi.er is a self-biased pentode operating into a plate tuned cir-
cuit L7, C?3, of operati"g Q approximatel.y 50" The tube is a subminiature type
1AD4 giving a gain of 10 in this circuit" The signal i.s capacity coupled from the
plate of the RF amplifier to the grid of the mixer.

Crystal Oseillatof

26" The l.ocal oscill.ator is a six position crystal. oscillator designed to provide
crystal control of frequency over tlne 42 to 52 megacycle range simply by swit-
ching crystals and .,vith no further re-tuning of the circuit" The crystals
empioyed in the circuit are of the overtone or harmonic type known as CR-2f lU
and oseillate on their third harmonic, To permit switching without re-tuning, a
special bridge type circuit is used. Referring to the simplified schematic it is
seen that the bridge circuit and the coupling to th-e oseillator tube are provided
by a small transformer assembl.y" The transformer is wound on a toroid iron
core, the windings so placed as to givehigh mutualcoupling between theprimary,
secondary and output windings across the frequency band af.42" 7 to 51"1 mega-
cycles" Under static eonditions the balancing condenser C-38 is adjusted to a
point where it balances the stray eapacitance of the crystal. arm of the bridge.
The impedance of each arm will be equa} and the bridge balanced. Due to this
balaneed condition the grid to ground vol.tage wilI be approximately zero or of
too small a magnitude to cause oscillation. However, the dynamic impedance of
the crystal is sufficient to cause an unbalance in th.e bridge circuit and due to
this unbalancedcondition the grid to groundvoltage nowassumes some magnitude
and phase which does cause oscil.lation. The frequency range over which the os-
cil}ator will operate is dependent upon the resonant frequency of the bridge and
plate circuits and the degree of coupling between them" Ttre upper limit of
operation (approx 52 Mcs) is slightly above the series resonant frequency of the
bridge circuit, and the lower limit of operation (approx 42 Mcs) is slightly below
the resonant frequency of the pl.ate circuit"
27 " Due to the fact that the mixer circuit presents a low resistive impedance to
the crystal oscillator, inductive coupling must be used and the output of the os-
cillator is taken from a thirdwinding on the transformer" It is connectedbetween
the positivefilament Leadto theoscillator tubeand the filamentof the mixer tube.

Issue L - 26 Jun 53 RESTR.ICTED Page 13
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operating with approx-
In use, the crystal os-
signal frequency. For

frequency of the crystal

Supersedes pages 15 and 16 of Issue l.dated 26 Jun 53t_

Fig 9 - Crystal Oscillator
28. The oscillator tube is a sub-miniature type 1AD4
imately 45 volts on the plate and ?5 volts on the screen.
ciilator operates on a frequency of. 4.3 Mcs, below the
operation of the radio set on channel 1 (50 Mc/s) the
would be 45. ? Mcs.
Mixer
29. The mixer tube is a sub-miniature pentode type 56?8 employing filament
injection of the oscillator signal while the received signal is fed to the controlgrid. In the plate circuit of the mixer tube is the primary of the first double
tuned IF transformer. The ptate of the mixer is also capacitively coupled to the
AFC amplifier input for transmit AFC loop operation.
IF Amplifier
30. 'CoiI L9 with LB of the previous stage is part of the IF tuned circuit. This
coil is tunable by an adjustabte core and resonates with capacitor CBl to form
the IF secondary circuit. Capacitor C85 and CH4 form and RF filter which
decouples the filament from the A-supply for RF. Capacitor C80 and L10 are
tuned to the I,F fnequency. The secondary of L10 is in series with L9 of the
following stage.
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TO AFC
AMP

r 500
c78

o
lo
loFROM T

R F AMEI
c75

]l,
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v8
56 78

76
r000

TO LIz

cH3

Fig 10 - MixerLimiter
31" The limiter stage is identical to the IF stage except for the coupling coil.It has more turns and hence tighter coupling is achieved between the 4th 1p stageand the limiter. Grid leak limiting occurs with a signal of approximately 2 volis.The grid circuit time constant is the same in the limiter and IF stage and hasbeen kept to a relatively low value by the use of a 1.20,000 ohm grid resistor R3gin order to suppress the objectionable effects of impulse noise. B suppty is fedfrom the 90 volt section througln a 20,000 ohm resistor R41 resulting in about 65volts for the plate and screen of the limiter tube. This has been done to increasethe audio discriminator output.
Discriminator
32. - The audio discriminator is of the Bond type with purelycapacitive couplingbetween primary and second.ary. The secorrJ""y circuit which establishes theeentre frequency of the discriminator has a high ratio of capacitance to induc-tance to reduce the effects of stray capacitance, the effect of diod" Ioading and
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to assist in temperature compensation. For this reason the centre frequency
stability is higher than usual for this type of circuit. The primary circuitLS,
C45, C46 is more closely link coupled to the limiter plate circuit than the
coupling used in the IF stages, and acts largely as an impedance matching net-
work between the limiter plate circuit and the discriminator secondary.

G82
B+
45 V.

Llo
25.8 uh

TO
2dd lF

V9
FROM

MIXER
5678

c83
08s
.ol

c84

to0

t20 K.
A+

Fig 11 - IF AmPlifier

33. Referring to the simplified circuit in Fig 12(b) it will be noted that the
secondary circuit is essentially a four arm, four terminal bridge circuit. In this
bridge circuit C47 and C48 are of equal value, CR1 represents the capacitance
across the diode rectifier RECT 1, CRz represents the capacitance across the
diode rectifier RECT 2 and, is shunted by the additional capacitor C49. Since the
combination of LG and C50 of Fig 12(a) resonates well above 4.3 Mcs, it can be
represented in Fig 12(b) by an equivalent inductance of different value which is
indicated as Lt6. Condensers C51 and C95 are omitted from Fig 12(b) because
only RF currents are being considered and the reactance of these capacitors in
pq.rallel at 4.3 Mcs is negligible.

g4. Since C4? equals C4B and CR1 equals CR2 it may be readily seen that if
C49 was non-existent, the bridge would be balanced. Under these conditions the
currents i1 and i2 would be equal, and the voltages across C47 and C4B equal;

+
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v
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therefore, the points c and d would be at the same potential regardless of the
frequency of the exciting voltage, in other words Ec-Ed" However, as the com-
bination CRz, C49,, has a lower reactanie than CR1, the unbalance produced in
the bridge circuit will cause current i2 to exceed i1" The current i2 will there-
fore produce a voltage drop across C4B, higher than the drop by the current i1
flowing through C47 " Point c will then be at a higher potential than point d. This
exciting voltage at the point c of LrG is applied to the oscillatory circuit C4l,
Lr6, and C4B, and a current i3 flows through this circuit. This oscillatory
current will be additive to the current i1 and will buck the current i2. Since the
magnitude of the current i3 depends upon the reactance of Lr6 then by propor-
tioning the reactance of LtG toC47 andC4B, at the center frequency, the currents
it + i3 wilt equal iZ - ig and the . resultant voltages between point c and d to
ground become equal.

35. With an increase of frequency due to modulation of the signal, the oscill-
atory current i3 decreases, resulting in the voltage Ec becoming higher and Ed
becoming lower due to a lower additive current to i1 and a lower bucking current
to i2 than at the centre frequency" If the centre frequeneyis decreased i.nversely
the voltage Ed is increased and Ec is decreased from their respective value at
centre frequency" This increase and decrease of frequency either side of the
centre frequency is the audio modulation" The eurrent i3 follows this change
closely and controls the current through each rectifier" The voltage from the
point c to'ground is demodulated by the parallel rectifying circuit RECT 1, and
Rl6 and produces an audio voltage across the load resistor R16 proportioned to
the RF voltage Ec" The voltage from the point d to ground is demodulated in the
parallel demodulating circuit RECT 2, P"L'l and produces and audio voltage
across the load resj.stor Rl? proportional to the RF voltage Ed"

36. The reactance L6 is an RF component and offers negligible reactance to
the demodulated audio component of the signal thus R17 and R16 become the out-
put load as in Fig 12(a). The voltages Ec and Ed are 180 out of phase and with
one increasing and the other decreasing the resultant is an increase ofoutput
with an increasing frequencyand inverselya decrease of outputwith a decreasing
frequency" Since the carrier is frequency modulated, the frequency of the
exciting signal at the output of the limiter will vary at an audio rate around the
centre frequency of the discriminator so that its output will depend upon the
frequency deviation used.
Audio Ar-nplifier

3?" The audio output of the discriminator is capacitively coupled to the grid of
the amplifier tube through a resistance-capacitive decoupling network, R32, R23,
C59, C57, designed to suppress any IF signal at the discriminator output and to
assist in producing the desired audio frequency response characteristics" Minus
3 votts bias is fed to the grid through a high resistance P"Zl. The AFC discrim-
inator audio output is al.so eonnected through a decoupling circuit C55 , &22, C56,
C58, to the grid to provide sidetone on transmit"

Page 18 RESTRICTED 26 Jun 53 - Issue 1
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Fig 13 - Audio Amplifier
38. A subminiature pentode type 5672 is used as the amplifier tube and isoperated from the 45 volt B supply. The plate of the tube is connected to a sub-miniature audio transformer T3, located in the transformer plug-in unit. Thesecondary of the transformer is connected to the audio socket on the controlpanel. Insertion of a headset or handset plug into the socket places the ear-
phones across the winding.

39. The audio voltage fed from the discriminator to the audio stage is reducedin the QUIET position of the control switch by connecting a 68000 ohm resistorR10 to ground across the audio stage input. This resistor also causes a reduc-tion in the sidetone level in the QUIET position.

TRANSMITTER

Oscillator

40. The master oscillator is a modified Colpitts type using a 3B4 valve.Tuning is accomplished by one of the variable air capacitors switched betweenthe plate of the tube and the 90 volt B supply. RF by-passing of this supply isaccomplished by a .01 mfd capacitor C18 located with the oscillator. The tankcircuit is completed by a 20 mmfd temperature compensating ceramic capacitor
C17 connected between the grid and g0 volt B supply. The reason for connec-tions to the B supply is to reduce the peak voltage across the tuning capacitors.
The M0 coil L3 is built into a separate plug-in unit and consists of silver-plated
copper wire would on a ceramic form for good stability.
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Fig 14 - Master Oscillator

4L. The miniature pentode 384 has power fed to only half its filament to reduce
battery drain. Plate voltage to the tube is fed frorn the 90 volt battery (82 sec-
tion) through an RF choke CH1 to a tap on the MO coil. The tube is operatedas
a Class B self-biased power amplifier, with approximately 20 volts grid bias.
Power Amplifier
42. The power amplifier tube, also a 384 beam power pentode, is driven from
the same side of the oscillator tank as in the oscillator tube. It is operated in a
Class B setf-biased condition into a tank circuit L2, C3-8, which is loaded bythe
antenna. B supply of 90 volts is fed to the plate through a decoupling circuit Rl,
C2 and the tank coit L2. The screen is operated at reduced voltage, approxim-
ately 15 volts less than the B supply, as sufficient power output is obtained with
a saving in battery drain. The voltage drop across the screen resistor R2 is
used as a tuning indication for the PA plate circuit. FuIl filament power is
supplied to this tube "

43. Neutralization, based on the Rice method, is accomplished through the
smalI variable capacitor Cn, the MO coil L3 and Clz. CapacitorCtZ and Cp may
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be considered as one in the feedback circuit. The capacitor Cn is specialLy
designed so that it introduces a small amount of capacitance between the rotor
of the oscillator switch and the PA rank coil, and is adjusted to compensate for
plate-grid feedback in the middle of the frequency band. Neutralization is
provided to reduce the effect of antenna circuit variations upon the oscillator
frequency.
Modulator
44" The modulator has two functions; it frequency-modulates the transmitter
oscillator, and it controls the centre frequenci of the transmitter oscillator.
Bothof these functions are accomplished bythe variation in secondaryinductance
of transformer T1 whose primary is in the plate circuit of the modulator tube V3,
while the secondar;r is connected across part of the MO coil. The manner in
which the centre frequency of the transmitter is controlled is explained in the
section which describes the AFC circuit.

TI

,o-_losc )cotL 1

co
G,

Y
N
N

=!, TO
A+

B+
90v

Fig 15 - Modulator

TO
AFC DISC

45. Transformer T1 is a specially constructed transformer whose prirnary
winding is wound on audio lamination, while the core of the secondary is made of
a special magnetic material called rferroxcuber. Ferroxcube has the property
of appreciable permeability variation with a change of flux density. fhe ferrox-
cube core is placed in the magnetic path of the primary winding with the result
that an increase in the primary magnetic flux will tend to saturate the ferroxcube
core decreasing its effective permeabilityand producing a decrease in secondary
inductance. Since the primary of transformer T1 is in series with the plate of
the modulator tube, changes in plate current will produce changes in magnetic
flux through transformer Tl with resulting change in inductance in the secondary
winding.
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Fig 16 - Ferroxcube in Modulator Unit
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46. Voice signals coming from the handset microphone enter the radio receiv-
er-transmitter through its audio socket" From here, they are applied through
audio transformer T2 and condenser C26 to the grid of the modulator tube V3.
This causes the plate current of the tube to change at an audio frequency, which
in turn, causes the flux and the inductance of the windings in transformer T1 to
change at an audio frequency. Since the secondary winding of transformer T1 is
in the tuned grid circuit of the transmitter oscillator, changes in the value of
inductance of L3 produce changes in the transmitter frequency at an audio rate.
The transmitter oscillator is, therefore, frequency modulated by the audio sig-
na1s.

47. A subminiature pentode type 1AD4 is operated as a DC amplifier to produce
current in the primary of the transformer T1 proportional to the voltage at the
grid of the tube. The 90 volt B supply is applied to the plate and screen, the
lattervoltage being dropped bya series resistor R7. Bias for the tube is derived
from a portion of the MO bias.

Microphone Circuit

48. One side of the carbon microphone is connected to the send filament line
to provide the excitation current, the other side being wired to the primary
winding of the subminiature microphone transformer T2 located in the trans-
former unit" A 1-ohm resistor R11 is switched across the primary in the LOUD
position of the control switch SW2 to reduce the audio level fed to the trans-
former. This resistor also has the effect of improving the modulation in high
ambient noise leveI" The transformer secondary is capacitively coupled to the
modulator grid.

Automatic F requency C ontrol_

49. On transmit, the transmitter signal is fed to the rnixer through the RF
amplifier grid-plate stray capacitance. In the mixer, which is operative on
tsendr, the transmit signal is mixed with the crystal oscillator output to produce
4.3 mc/s in the mixer plate circuit. This signal is coupled from the plate of the
mixer to the grid of the AFC amptrifier tube and is of sufficient magnitude to
produce grid limiting. A trimmer eapacitor C40 is provided across the AFC
amplifiet^ input to compensate for variations of the tube input capacitance, being
set to make the input capacitance the same value for. all AFC amplifier units.

50. The AFC amplifier tube is a subminiature pentode type 1AD4 and operates
into tuned circuits coupling to the AFC discriminator, identical to those in the
limiter stage" The AFC discriminator and audio discriminator are identical
units "

51. The output of the AFC dis'criminator is fed to the audio amplifier for side-
tone, and a paraltel DC connection to the modulator made through an RC filter
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R18, C52, to provide for slow variation only of transmitter oscillator frequency.
The other side of the discriminator output is connected to the transmitter os-
cillator grid leak which supplies approximately 3 volts bias for the modulator
tube" If the 1AD4 were operated at a constant bias, a drop from high to low
battery would produce a noticeable change in the uncontrolled MO frequency as
well as an objectionable shift from the optimum operating point, ie, the centre
of the linear range" A self-adjusting bias sourceis therefore provided bytapping
the MO grid leak resistor in the proper ratio, thus reducing the frequency shift
with supply voltage and keeping the reactance tube approximately in the centre of
its linear range for different battery conditions.

52. If the transmitter oscillator becomes detuned in frequency byan amount up
to a limit of approximately plus or minus 250 kcs, a corrective vol.tage is
created across the discriminator which when added to or substracted from the
operating bias returns the frequency to approximately its correct val,ue" 'Thu
AFC loop gain, which is the ratio between the frequency drift of the transmitter-
oscillator without AFC to the frequency error with AFC on, is greater than 30.

Test Socket

53. A ?-pin miniature socket has been provided for use as a test socket with
connections to points in the circuit that indicate tuning of the RF circuits and is
used when set maintenance is required" This socket is normally used to hold the
dessicator unit"

Send -Receive 9]ryi!!:hi4g

54" Send-receive switching is accomplished by connecting the A+ battery
connection to a single poledouble throwpressel switchwhich is part of th.e hand-
set. This switch connects the battery A+ to the receiver filaments in the
normal, or rel.eased position, and to the transmitter filaments in the pressed
position. Certain stages of the circuit such as the crystal oscillator that are
common to the receiver and transmitter have filaments directly connected to the
battery p1ug.

Off-Quigt-Loud Switch

55" The control switch perforrns the function of ON-OFF and audio levelling"
It is a 3-way, 12-contact wafer switch with 4 of the contacts omitted" The rotor
is split into two parts, one of which closes the A+ connection while the other
connects the battery common and audio circuits to ground.

56" In both th.e rQuiett and tl-oudt positions the set is turned on" The rQuietr
position is intended for use only in applications such as patrol, where it is
desirable to have low audio output and high modul.ation gain. This position gives
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full modulation at practicallya whispering level of speech. In the rl,oudrposition
the audio output is increased by approximately 20 db and the modulation gain
decreased by 20 db. This position appears preferable for normal operation of
the set, and enables operation in high noise levels without severe distortion.

Power Supply

57. Power is supplied to the set from a primary Leclanche type dry battery
containing 4 sections. The A section, with a nominal voltage of 1.5 volts, is
used to power the filaments of the various tubes and to supply microphone
current. The 81 section with a nominal voltage of 45 volts, is used for plate and
screen voltage of 45 volts on most of the receiver stages and AFC driver. The
El2 section in series with the 81 section, with a nominal voltage of 90 volts,
supplies plate and screen voltages to the transmitter stages and certain receiver
stages. The C section is used as bias for the audio stage.

58. The A* and common battery connections are broken bythe Off-Quiet-Loud
switch to turn off the radio set.
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EI,ECTRICAL ., . ]

1 . Battery voltages: Normal
Low

2. Current drains: Tr:ansit
Receive

TRANSMITTER

,.Abridged Specifications, : , , . '"' ;; .:,l

t li
,E:IIECTBICAL

I.1,64, lrus*r 2

A B1 92' c1'
1.25
1. 05

900 ma
550 ma

,45
34

8 ma.
14 ma

90
75

i

32.5 +.3.5 ma
. 3.0 ma

_?
.)

-J

3. Power output: Normal battery 250 mW, Iow battery 150 mW

4. Loop gain: 35 min
AFC: + 250 kc

. MO bias: 3.25 + 0" 75 V

6. Maximum Tx-Rx difference: B kc

7. Transmit frequency: (a) Static + 8 kc
(b) Drift 1 kc
(c) Neutralization 10 kc

8. Dynamic frequency deviation: LOUD 300 mV )

QUIET 30 mV i into 150 ohm: 7-25 kc

. Audio response: 250-2000 cps: + 6 db )
100 cps: - 10 db ) 1000 cps reference

5000 cps: - 6 db )

RECEMR (Standard modulation 15 kc @ 1000 cps)

10. Overall ) sensitivity: 2 uV giving S + N greater than 18 db With normal
) N battery
) bandwidth: 65-85 kc @ - 3 db

250kc@-60db
11. Rejection ratios: Image 34 db min

Spurious 60 db min
IF 90 db min

Issue 2 - 16 Jun 55 Distribution Class 147 - Code B f'"g-e't
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L2. Limiter characteristic: 3 db from 5-1000 uV

13. IF: Calibration 4.3 Mc * 5 kc, bandwidth 65 kc @ - S aU
250kc@-60db

L4. Quieting: 3 uV for noise reduction of 10 db

15. Audio characteristics: 6 mW into 600 ohm for 1000 uV

QUIET output 13 db + 3 db below LOUD

100cps-4db
2000cps-5db

250 cps - 6.5 db
5000cps-Bdb
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1000 cps reference

END
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